The 37th Annual Conference

Bridging the Gap: Strengthening Ties Between K-12 and Postsecondary Educators

May 7-9, 2015

- OAPT Public Talk by Jay Ingram, Canadian author and broadcaster
- Ralf Gellert, lead scientist for APXS on Martian rovers provides an update on the Curiosity Mission
- Introduction to PHYTOSPERIX! A new polysaccharide nanoparticle with countless applications by John Dutcher, Canada Research Chair and co-founder of Mirexus Biotechnologies.
- Panel discussions led by representatives from K-12 and post-secondary educators discussing common goals and challenges.
- The Great Orbax, from the Monsters of Schlock presents demonstrations to liven up any classroom/lecture!
- Hands-on workshops presented by outstanding teachers! Take home resources ready for classroom use!
- Exhibit area with scientific suppliers and teacher resources!

Join us! Let’s Engage in Discussion!

Registration information will be available at: www.oapt.ca

Contact Conference Chair for further information: James.Ball@ugdsb.on.ca